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 Man’s oldest instrument 
(over 40,000 yrs)

 Aboriginal people of 
Australia

 Traces back to the 
“Dream time” when the 
stars in the sky were 
“blown” into existence

 Maintained cultural 
resiliency for thousands 
of years

Didgeridoo



Didgeridoo

 Why bring up this ancient 
culture?

 They see themselves as 
being connected to 
everything that is natural

 So if a part of nature is 
destroyed then they are 
also destroyed



Hawaii shares these 
values, see ourselves as 
one large community that 
for the most part, takes 
care of one another.

Otherwise…



Who is Attila?

Worked with Hawaii businesses since 2006 – Best Buy’s 

Geek Squad business technology division on Oahu

May have seen or heard me from appearances on KITV4, 

KHON, KHNL, Think Tech, KGU AM 760 or PBS Hawaii

Our goal is protect businesses from cyber criminals and 

online threats to keep companies growing

Attila Seress, President



Upcoming book:

Doing Business In Paradise
Lessons learned from some of the world’s most 

compassionate people

❖ Includes advice and customer stories from our 

unique market and sharing them with the world

❖Quick poll: prefer audio book or physical book?



How I can help you today:

 Have worked with hundreds of local businesses

 Have found some of the characteristics of what successful and 
unsuccessful organizations do in our unique market

 Goal: actionable ideas and strategies you can use today to 
improve your organization’s effectiveness



What we’re going to cover:

 Habits of successful and not-so-successful businesses

 Management Philosophy (yes, this is important)

 Millennials and how to adapt your organization to a changing business 
landscape

Note: Can download this whole presentation from out website –
instructions at the end



Back to Basics - Money

Where does money come from?

Alligators? Trees? Do chickens use money?

Money comes from people

Habits…



Keep the cancer at bay – starts and ends with habits

Habits…

A business exists to…

 Provide a valuable product or service to people
 Have them show their appreciation by them giving you some of 

their hard-earned money
 A business is NOT a social club, hobby or an impulse buy
 But it can be so much more



People’s habits ruin or reward the company

Habits…

“Quality is not an act, it is a habit.”

- Aristotle



People’s habits ruin or reward the company

Habits…

 It’s degree not kind
 Language
 Attitude (Drama, Gossip & Victims)
 KPI’s (busy, not productive)



Language

CAN’T

Habits…

WON’T DON’T



Language (in the workplace culture)

Are more positively charged or negatively charged words being used?

Habits…

 “I’m dying of hunger” (are you really?) vs. “let’s get lunch”
 “I’m tired” vs. “feeling ok”
 “I am too busy /don’t have time” vs.  “I can work on it tomorrow, will that work?
 “I don’t know” vs. “let me check on that”
 “Today is a bad day” vs. just shut up





Attitude

Drama, gossip, victims… oh my

Crab trap

Habits…



Attitude

Habits…



Attitude

Huffing

They seem to do this to get your attention

Habits…



Drama? 

It can sink a 
company



Attitude - Drama, gossip, victims

Parking stall incident

Habits…



150 employees,
averaging $25/hr

$70/employee/week = 
$10,500 per week = 

($546,000) per year

Drama
inevitably 
leads to 
conflict



Stale KPI’s (or no KPI’s)

KPI: key performance indicator
KPI’s measure how well the organization is meeting it’s objectives

Habits…

Key point: 

If your clients don’t have good KPI’s in their business, 
they generally will not be good clients

(can’t grow, lack of structure, lifestyle business vs. entrepreneur)



KPI’s

Companies without solid KPI’s, when times are tough…

Often wait for on things to change (on the outside)

Actual quotes from clients I heard before they went out of business:

Habits…

“We’re waiting for HECO to allow more people to buy solar”

“We’re waiting for tuxedos to come back into style”

“We’re waiting for manufacturing to come back to America from overseas”



KPI’s

Different for every industry and 
often varies between organizations

Eg. Event planning company – net profitability $$ per event

Industry standard KPI’s are a good place to start, but…

Habits…

A sure way to be commoditized and have to compete on price alone 
is to follow industry standard KPI’s exclusively



Stale KPI’s

Best (employee facing) KPI’s are ones that 
are 1 value that’s easy for everyone to understand

Habits…

Eg.

 How many pizzas were delivered this evening?
 How may homes were sold this month?
 How many subscriptions are with our service?

SOS: How many devices are we protecting?

Key: Successful companies know their numbers AND know if the numbers matter



Stale KPI’s

Marketing department for one of the major shopping centers on the island

Habits…

 KPI’s used to come from visitor feedback forms

 Now heavily engaged in social media, 
so Facebook and Twitter followers, 
Snapchat, Instagram



Covered: Habits of successful and not-so-successful organizations

 Language

 Attitude (Drama, Gossip & Victims)

 Stale KPI’s (busy not productive)

Next: Going to discuss management philosophy



Tribal knowledge

Aryn the warehouse manager

 Do we have an X in stock? “Ask Aryn”

 What’s the status of that delivery? (Ask Aryn)

 Where is Y employee ? (….)

Management Philosophy…



Tribal knowledge

 Then one day Aryn got sick and had to be out for 
a few days

 Aryn’s kid had an emergency

 Aryn developed a bad attitude from the stress at work and at home

 Accidents started happening in the warehouse

 Customers started complaining of late and wrong orders

Management Philosophy…



Tribal knowledge
 Aryn held the “tribal knowledge” of the organization

 Company then depends on the stability of Aryn’s mental and 
emotional state

 Busy but not productive

 Red flag

 Have seen this in post M&A environments

 When employees retire

Management Philosophy…



Moving from Tribal to Shared knowledge

 Was only possible with KPI’s and a shared goal everyone could easily 
understand. 

 In this case, shared goal was number of inaccurate deliveries to the 
customer (0 workplace mis-deliveries)

 Overcame documentation resistance 
(if it’s not logged, it never happened)

Management Philosophy…



Moving from Tribal to Shared knowledge

 Written SOP for anything that is done more than once – Eg. coffee pot

Management Philosophy…

Matt Digeronimo, Smith Floyd Mergers & Acquisitions





Focus

Great companies have great focus

Here’s the opposite (BNI)

 Candy store, Tupperware and insurance

 Made the mistake with trying enter the digital signage industry

 Companies do this in unconsciously (e.g. “are you a bank?”)

Management Philosophy…



Go deep, not wide

Heinz ketchup – focused on excellent quality of 

57 initial products (over 5,700 products today)

Some things can’t be changed (interest rates, fixed costs) 

but can improve: employee wellness, internal organization, 

using better tools (new ones come out all the time!) and 

most importantly customer experience 

Focus

Management Philosophy…





Covered: Management Philosophy

 Tribal Knowledge

 Focus

Next: Next is management’s hot-button topic…



Millennials



A common employer experience

The “employee” that needs validation

We’re going to circle back to this story here in a bit…



Let’s step into their shoes for a minute

- They are the punchline for ads and late night hosts

- Are viewed as needy children



Let’s step into their shoes for a minute

 They know a lot about the world. 

Eg. GP’s and parents had economic prosperity, pensions, ladders to climb 

in the workplace, college = a good job (instead of crushing debt just to 

participate in an unstable workforce)

 They expect to have multiple jobs and career changes throughout their 

working life



Let’s step into their shoes for a minute



Let’s step into their shoes for a minute

 Feeling of desperation (why they move back home, stepping into a planet that’s 

showing signs of environmental worsening each year, a workplace with 

increasing expectations and a cost of living that continues to rise higher than the 

rate of increase in pay)

 Dating has completely gone online – professional profile writers!

 Side note: how vehicle manufacturers are having trouble selling cars like they 

used to, to millennials (you don’t need a car for freedom anymore, live chat with 

facetime, shop on Amazon, ride the bus and do both!)





A common employer experience

Remember this guy?

The company lacked a compelling vision



Vision

Q: Why do people love Tesla, Apple, Google and Amazon?

A: They have a compelling vision

It’s not a game, it’s a practice. Sports game, there’s a winner and a loser and a 

deadline. Can’t play this way.

Millennials want their lives to matter and to make a difference. Purpose leads to 

productivity

Food wholesaler - “Feeding the families of Hawaii”

High rise window contractor - “helping people see the beauty of the land”

SOS - “protecting businesses around the world”



Vision: to improve self-esteem for 
women everywhere



Anyone doing it right?

 Gourmet Events Hawaii

 Clear purpose: to create a once-in-a-lifetime experience for 

guests at all of their events

 Clear KPI’s: profitability at an event

 Culture: growth minded culture 

(reading, growing, learning and improving skills)



Covered: Millennials

 Seeing things from their perspective

 Vision

Next: Perspective



Perspective

 Health journey

While staring at the abyss, was reminded of 3 things:

1. You might work harder for someone else than just for yourself

2. “Until” happens

3. It’s easy to get faked out and lose our sense of urgency



Why do we work?

 For a compelling vision?

 To fund away-from-work activities?

 Increase value for shareholders?

 To create more jobs?

 Seeking work life/personal life balance?

 It’s all just life



Why do we work?

 It’s all life

 Working or not working, you’re living. 

It’s all just life

 It is my hope that I’ve given you just 1 

idea you can use today to improve not 

only your workplace, but life as a whole. 



Attila Seress, President

attila@sostechsolutions.com

(808) 861-9595

How to download these slides:

1. Visit sostechsolutions.com
2. Resources > HCUL
3. Password is ALOHA

Will be up for the next 10 days


